World AGML championship 2018
Kempo-MMA, grappling GI, grappling NoGI
16-18 November 2018, Saint Petersburg, Russia

OFFICIAL INVITATION
Respected Colleagues,
Take note of the date of the important event of the World of Martial Arts.
At November 16-18, 2018, the open “World AGML championship 2018” will
have place in the beautiful Saint Petersburg, Russia.
Looking forward to see you,
With all respect
President Ruslan Akumov
The Russian kempo federation
The Amateur grappling & MMA League
Tel: +7 911 150 90 46
Web: www.kempo.su
E-mail: russia@kempo.su

1. DIVISIONS
Grappling-NoGI (takedown, throw, sweep, reversal, position control, lock, choke).
Grappling-GI (takedown, throw, sweep, reversal, position control, lock, choke).
Kempo-MMA (mix-fight, full-contact, stand-up fighting and groundfighting. Punches,
kicks, takedowns, throws, locks, chokes. Gloves with open fingers 8oz).
NOVICE - 6 months to 2 years experience (white, blue belts),
EXPERT - over 2 years experience (purple, brown, black belts).

2. AGE / WEIGHT CATEGORY
Male / Female
2000 years old and older: -62, -66, -71, -77, -85, -92, +92 kg;
2001-2002 years old: -58, -63, -69, -76, -85, +85 kg;
2003-2004 years old: -45, -50, -55, -60, -66, -73, +73 kg;
2005-2006 years old: -35, -40, -45, -50, -55, -60, +60 kg;
2007-2008 years old: -31, -35, -40, -45, -50, -55, +55 kg;
2009-2010 years old: -24, -27, -31, -35, -40, -45, +45 kg;
2011-2012 years old: -21, -24, -27, -31, +31 kg.

3. UNIFORM and EQUIPMENT
Grappling-NoGI:
Rashguard red/blue, shorts red/blue or neutral colors (black, white, gray).
NOT ALLOWED: red rashguard with blue shorts or blue rashguard with red shorts.
Grappling-GI: GI any color with red/blue belt.
Kempo-MMA: White pants from GI, red/blue belt.
Gloves with open fingers 8oz. red/blue; Shinguards; Mouthguard; Headgear red/blue;
Groin protection for men; Chest protection for women.
NOT ALLOWED: not allowed shinguards, groin & breast protection over the uniform

4. REGISTRATION
REGISTRATION: 20 euro for each division.
The number of participants is unlimited. Please send of applications until 20 October
2018 to: russia@kempo.su
5. LOCATION
Russia, Saint Petersburg, Demyana Bednogo street, building 9, “Sports Centre”.

6. AWARD
The medals of winners: Custom medals will be awarded to all 1st, 2nd & 3rd place
winners all division. TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP CUPS AWARDED

7. SCHEDULE
FRIDAY, November 16 - Arrival of delegations, registration, payment, medical check.
SATURDAY, November 17 (grappling GI & NoGI): 10:00 check of weight; 11:0021:00 - matches. At the end of the matches, the winners will be awarded.
SUNDAY, November 18 (kempo-MMA): 10:00 check of weight; 11:00-20:00 fights.
At the end of the fights, the winners will be awarded.
Participants please bring a passport to weigh-in.
If you have any questions, contact russia@kempo.su
8. ACCOMMODATION
For the duration of the tournament we can offer you the following accommodation
option: Hotel «Beloe Derevo» 3* http://beloe-derevo.com/
Address: Demyana Bednogo st. 3, three minutes from sport center
Hotel reservations are required until 01.11.2018
Prices:
Single room: 2000 RUB per night, breakfast is included or 2650 RUB per night – full
board.
Double room: 1350 RUB per person per night, breakfast is included or 2000 RUB per
night – full board.
Regarding the reservation, please call: +7 962 708 02 17 (Mr. Gennady).

9. VISA SUPPORT
Send your applications to project@in-tour.com
1 Mark your letter a "visa support"
2 Dates of arrival and departure
3 Attach to the letter your scanned passport
4 Cost of visa support - 15 €
*You can pay through the Western Union (to Alexander Kozlov, specify the country
Russia, the city of St. Petersburg).

10. APPLICATION
The open international grappling tournament “World AGML championship 2018”
16-18.11.2018, Saint Petersburg, Russia
Country:
Name of club:
Team leader
Telephone No:
E-Mail:

ATHLETES LIST
Name & Surname

Passport
No

Date
of
birth

Division

Sex Weight
NOGI

GI

MMA

Novice, or expert

1
2
3
4

Once completed please return this form to: russia@kempo.su

11. RULES OF GRAPPLING UWW
Please look: http://rusgrappling.ru/POLOGENIYA/gp_rules_september2017.pdf

12. RULES OF KEMPO-MMA
The fights is carried out on a the tatami 8x8 meters or in the boxing ring 6x6 meters.
Mix-fight is full contact without a break.
Stand-up fighting and groundfighting
Side referees will evaluate the fight. Side referees assigns points and do written assessment in the referee-list.
The winner is determined by a majority of votes of the side referee by the sum of the points.
The not limited of time for the groundfighting if active fight.
Time of fight: 5 minutes for adults and juniors 16-17 years old; 4 minutes for 14-15 and 12-13 years old and 3
minutes for 10-11 years old.
The age groups are defined by the year of birth and not by age of the athletes.
TECHNIQUES ALLOWED
- punches to the head
- punches to body
- knees and elbows to the body and legs
- kicks to the head, body and legs
- throws and takedowns
- position control 5 second (two times on the fight)
- arm/leg locks and chokes
TECHNIQUES NOT ALLOWED
- Any attack to neck, spine
- Kick or punch after order of stop by referee.
- Kicking a grounded opponent
- Elbows and knees to the head
- Knee or elbow strike at head, punch with palm and back hand
- Throws holding the adversary’s head with both hands
- Throws on the head
- Hyperextension of the knee (kneebar not in the natural direction)
- Ankle lock (round hyperextension)
- Slam
- Refuse to fight, constant dropping of mouthpiece, or faking an injury
- Head butt; biting, hair pulling, groin attacks, fingers locks, grabbing the clavicle, crucifix.
- talking or shouting during the fighting, disobeying referee's order, throwing saliva in tatami, doing bad actions
or making hubbub, biting and unreasonable exit from tatami.
POINT SYSTEM
- knockdown: 4 points
- the output from the tatami when executing the arm/leglock, to avoid submission
- throws and takedowns: 1 point (small throw) , 2 points (large throw)
- kicks to the head: 2 points
- kicks to the body and legs: 1 point
- knees to the body and legs: 1 point
- punches to the body and head: 1 point
- position control 5 second: 1 point
UNIFORM and EQUIPMENT
- White pants (no GI jacket), red/blue belt;
- Shinguards;
- Mouthguard;
- Headgear red/blue;
- Groin protection for men;

- Chest protection for women;
- Gloves with open fingers 8oz. red/blue

